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Abstract 
This paper discusses Chi in Igbo religious Metaphysics. It is curious to interrogate 

Chi as one of the critical and pervasive ideas in Igbo religion. Is Chi a god or 

goddess or could it be both based on respective male or female gender of its human 

double? is it a mere figmentum mentis or a conjured force but given a 

metaphysical attribute of existence? Is Chi a fate or a faith index in Igbo 

cosmology? At one time Chi is a spirit, at other time it is a human being yet at other 

times it is stronger than the human person, its weak double but in other situations 

the human person is stronger and determines the way the Chi would go. Chi is 

enigmatic, elusive, ambivalent, unalterable yet alterable or even deceptive because 

there may be nothing called Chi. This paper struggles to discuss chi as a religious 

element solely in the categories of Igbo world view; in other words, an effort is 

made to avoid any colouration or prejudice from Christian perceptions. However, 

attempts are made, briefly though, to compare the thoughts of the two religions 

where such an exercise helped elucidations on the subject matter. The findings of 

this paper reveal, inter alia, that Chi belief system is strong among Ndi Igbo (Igbo 

people of Southern Nigeria and in diaspora) and influences their thoughts and 

actions. Again, those in the grip of bad chi are fixed to failures while those in the 

good book of chi enjoy tremendous favours. It was discovered too that excellent 

efforts in appropriate proportions have broken the fatal yokes of bad chi in more 

instances than one. This migration across determined domains of chi’s offer 

underscores the fundamental virtues of freedom and industry. The methodology 

employed in this study is Culture Area Approach which means that this 

phenomenon found to exist among Igbo people is studied against the backdrop of 

its Igbo understanding. 

 

Keywords: Discourse, Igbo Society, Chi Belief System, Destiny, Religious Metaphysics. 

 

Introduction 

African Traditional Religion has Chi as one of the articles in its belief system. This Chi has 

eluded singular explanation, definition or description as it is ambivalent, enigmatic and 
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takes on multiple referent values. In the words of Onah (2020:143): “One pervasive concept 

that has been deemed necessary in the understanding of the Igbo worldview is the concept 

of chi. Chi is arguably one of the most influential concepts in Igbo Ontology. It is believed 

to play critical and central role in the life and fortunes of the individual among the Igbo. 

In this regard, many scholars of the Igbo world have attempted to make sense of this 

principle.” “As a result of this, he went on, “various notions of chi have been presented by 

various scholars as representative of the Igbo conception of chi principle. Some of them are 

apparently contradictory while some appear complementary. While some introduce a 

manifestly Christian outlook to the concept, others divest it of any Christian theological 

outlook, vesting it instead with the creative powers reserved by Christian theology to the 

Supreme God.” According to Kanu (2020:23), “It is within this context that Chi, which is a 

religious reality or element, is employed to understand the foundations of the Igbo-African 

social or relational character of reality. In this sense Chi becomes a religious symbol with 

accumulated meanings or intentions which sometimes contradict one another”. These 

various and variegated ideas of Chi explain why some say it is Chi-Ukwu others maintain 

that Chi does not mean the Supreme Being who is Chi-Ukwu (Chukwu) but personal god, 

guardian angel, spiritual double or a metaphysical force, among other conceptualizations.  

In the wake of these conceptions or contradictory perceptions, some Christian theologians 

in Africa and perhaps, elsewhere have likened this Chi to the divine spark in the human 

person as imago Dei but this is also a datum that needs further reflections. So the Chi is a 

personal, spiritual force (Onye na Chi ya). In Igbo religious metaphysics, we can hear ofu 

nne na-amu mana ofu chi ada-eke, that is trying to say how personalized the Chi is to the 

extent that brothers and sisters from the same maternal womb and the same paternal seed, 

in fact, do not have the same Chi. 

 

Chi onye na-edu ya - each person is led to prosperity or adversity by his or her Chi.  In this 

sense, of adversity or prosperity, one also hears onye Chi ya na-egbuho, mmadu m’obu ihe 

obuna enwero ike igbu ya. This explains the protective jealousy and powers of Chi that 

whoever was not killed by this same Chi who supposes to protect that person no body or 

nothing can hurt him or her let alone killing him or her. People are expected to be led by 

Chi because chi onye na-edu ya; therefore, onye buoro Chi ya uzo o gbagbuo onwe ya n’oso. If 

one does not allow the leadership, guide, the inspirations of one’s Chi, he or she will reap 

whirlwind, afflictions, the life journey will be stressful for him or her. So in Igbo religious 

metaphysics as a specimen of African Traditional Religion, there is this spiritual force 

believed to be in the life of every individual understood to be his or her Chi and this Chi 

has even creative powers in this sense of ofu nne na-amu ma ofu Chi ada-eke. In other words, 

one is a reflection of his or her Chi; and that is why ndi Chi ha di n’igwe (those whose Chi 

are in heavens, that is, in the highest spiritual realm) will always have bright stars, they 
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will always be saved from misfortunes like accidents for example when there is a mishap 

and one was not affected people will rejoice with him or her with exclamations Chi gi di 

n’igwe, Chi gi no n’igwe (one’s Chi is in high places, in heaven) still not referring to Chi-ukwu 

because Chi-ukwu is the Supreme Being with his own aura, splendor, understanding and 

attributes in African Traditional Religion.  

 

Achebe (2014) presents “… two clearly distinct meanings of the word chi in Igbo. The first 

is often translated as god, guardian angel, personal spirit, soul, spirit-double, etc. the 

second meaning is day or daylight but it is most commonly used for those transitional 

periods between day and night or night and day. Thus we speak of chi ofufo meaning day 

break and chi ojiji, nightfall.” Our concern in this work, like that of Achebe, is in the first 

understanding of Chi as he described above. At this point let us discuss an idea that is very 

close to this Chi and that is akaraka. 

 

Chi (Personal god) and Akaraka (Destiny) 

Akaraka is a physical reality as akara (lines) and aka (hand) which literally means lines 

drawn in the hand (palm). Even though the elbows and the palms make up the hand, the 

hand here should be understood as the palms exclusively because it is only inside the 

palms that one can see the lines drawn by chi onye (one’s Chi) at creation. And that is why 

in Igbo religion it is believed that one’s features and endowments, prospects and 

prosperity, deposits and deficits can be read from his or her palms. However palmistry, 

that is, the reading of palms to determine one’s prospective dimensions or to explain one’s 

actualized antecedents, is not an exclusivity of African Traditional Religion because some 

other religions also practice palmistry. But then our interest is in the akaraka. In this folk 

religion akaraka goes beyond the physical reality to mean a symbol, a revelation that 

speaks about an individual. In the words of Metuh (1991: 29), “The goal of a man’s life is 

to achieve his ‘onatara chi’ – destiny imprinted on his palm. Chi whether it be the personal 

god or personal destiny finally derives from Chukwu, God”. In this conceptualization, is 

chi the same as akaraka (destiny) and vice versa? In one sense, Chi is the custodian of 

akaraka and in another, chi is viewed as destiny yet in another, it is referred to as the 

dispenser of destiny. 

 

Akaraka like the Chi is determined individually for the individual and goes with the 

individual and that is why it is common to hear akaraka onye na-edu ya as if the akaraka is 

an equivalent of the Chi who can also be said to lead the individual hence chi onye na-edu 

ya.  Akaraka can also be seen in this light as a metaphysical reality which truncates human 

freedom or exonerates one from guilt and can as well humble one before prosperity 

because akaraka has endowed him or her with this much or denied him or her that much 
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and so it becomes a force that gives each individual privileges and fortunes even when one 

didn’t struggle for them. The issue with akaraka is that it brings concerns against human 

freedom; let us illustrate this point, thus: the lazy can become poor and blame akaraka 

which is one of the problems of determinism, fatalism, fixism as akaraka could be seen as 

having the equivalence or characteristic of these philosophical ideas as determined, as 

fixed, as a projection of fatal unavoidable incidents in one’s life. 

 

Just as the chi is different according to individuals, so is akaraka according to individuals. 

Hence akaraka di n’iche n’iche. People can come from the same maternal womb and 

paternal seed, yet their fortunes or misfortunes, their advancements or adversities, their 

heights and depths can be different. This difference is also seen in the facial contour of 

persons. Hence iru di iche iche so as our faces are different, so our akaraka are different and 

our chi are different too. In this sense, omume anyi adi iche iche (our individual differences 

are evidenced too in our respective characters) and our goals and aspirations become 

different because one is wheeled into sides or prompted to actions by chi or akaraka who 

gave human beings different faces to face different dimensions in life; and these variant 

dimensions in life become different goals or achievements. Sometimes still on this 

determinism or akaraka issue, one can struggle at one’s best yet it would yield nothing and 

in that case nobody should find him or her culpable. Hence it is said ogbachara mbo ma chi 

ekweghi, onye uta atakwana ya (that is, after much efforts/struggles and the chi didn’t give a 

supportive hand by way of approval, for abundant fruits or excellent results, let no one 

blame him or her). So sweat does not determine yields, it is not like from the sweat of your 

brow you shall eat as seen in Hebraic-Christian cosmology but conceived in this Afro-folk 

religion as  from the fortunes of your chi or from the goodies or favours of your akaraka, 

you will eat. But then one sees that no matter how bright an akaraka could be, it becomes 

questionable or one has to search for an example whether one could eat or harvest without 

efforts.  

 

Chi as a metaphysical reality, whether as destiny or custodian and dispenser of destiny, is 

implicated in the essential anthropological properties of man, his freedom and his 

responsibility. Metuh (1991: 115) throws light on this thus, “In Igbo thought, 

predestination and human responsibility are conflicting but they are not diametrically 

opposed concepts. It is true that what one may hope to get out of life is only what has been 

predestined by God. But what one actually gets is his own responsibility. He only gets 

what he has worked for. In other words, where a person is not resourceful, a particular 

fortune in his destiny package may be lost”. The Igbo understanding of Chi and akaraka 

in this light inspires and propels their sense of hard work and industry, success and 

achievements for which they are known globally. 
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Chi na Mmadu (the human person) 

The Igbo understanding of Chi has the anthropological dimension which raises the 

questions such as: Is Chi a human person or does chi work through a human agent? When 

one says that Mmadu bu chi ibe ya (the human person is the Chi to another) or Mmadu bu chi 

ahuru anya (the human person is the visible chi) what does it mean? Sometimes chi could 

work through a person or one could mirror chi when one’s action reflects what chi does in 

the life of an individual and that is when we say mmadu bu chi ibe ya; it raises the issue 

whether chi is one’s neighbour in the physical sense. Very close to this idea is also when 

peace, prosperity, blessings come from a person who is affiliated to a family like in 

marriage, the in-law -  it is also said in this respect that ogo (an in-law) bu chi onye (is the 

chi of his beneficiaries within the marital affiliations). The in-law is the chi of the family he 

or she is related with because the ogo here chitherto is largely expressed from the brother 

or son-in-law angles but from modern dispositions of wealth through family history 

achievements or blessings, a woman in-law can also be a blessing to the matrimonial family 

or a family related to her by marital affiliations. In this wake, nwunye (wife) or ogo nwanyi 

can also be chi.  Ogo has not been expressed as an exclusivity of any gender as to whether 

the chi is male or female. Chi is spirit, the spiritual force behind the lives of individuals. It 

is the chi that confers the akaraka because it is strange to interchangeably see that the chi 

is the akaraka or that chi is mmadu even though the akaraka could express the designs of 

the chi and mmadu can also fulfill the designs or the purpose of chi in the life of the 

individual.  

 

Chi in Igbo Proverbs 

“Proverbs are short wise sayings that contain truths about life. From proverbs, we learn a 

lot about God and his attributes as well as the world view of the Africans. Proverbs are 

reliable sources of information on African Traditional Religion because of the regularity of 

their application and usage in daily life dealings. They therefore provide oral source of 

information on African Traditional Religion” (Ugwu, C.O.T.&Ugwueye, L.E., 2004:24). 

According to Onwubiko, O.A.(1988: 39): “Familiarity with proverbs, riddles and idioms of 

a community, means a thorough knowledge of them because these are drawn from, and 

refer to, the environment, social order and behavior; norms of action and above all, they 

are didactic in nature”. The above citations explain the significance of our study of Chi in 

Igbo Religion using the instrument of proverbs. Chi in Igbo proverbs has a lot to teach on 

the phenomenon as we shall see in our discourse below. 

 

It is interesting to note the benevolence of chi, that is, the generosity of chi; the extent that 

chi supplies the needs of individuals is recognized in Igbo cosmology. It is like the chi 

makes a survey of one’s lacks and normally supplies them. Hence, we hear as a common 
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adage that ehi na-enweghi odu na chi ya na-achuru ya ijiji. Flies are always disturbing pests in 

lives of cows, naturally cows are endowed with tails and one of the obvious functions of 

tails that cows have are to scare away these gad flies that take advantage of the fluids, the 

wounds or dung and dirt of the cows. But the problem is what if this particular cow has 

no tail. How does it handle the gad flies’ problematic? The response is that the chi of the 

cow does the job. The chi of the cow does not allow the pests, the flies to disturb the smooth 

running of the cow’s daily affairs. This is a proverb with cohesive philosophical meaning. 

The cow is an animal and may not have chi in its application. In the case of man, if it ever 

has, but then it means the human chi or the human’s chi is always available, ready at all 

times to intervene in those difficult circumstances disturbing man. Each problem 

expressed in the metaphor of the house fly or any fly for that matter whose presence is 

disturbing to the human being is understood as an ugly circumstance which may have 

been brought about by a particular lack at a particular time or this specific challenge that 

persists over time. So the chi solves the problems in the face of these deficits. 

 

Human lacks are like consistent challenges in the lives of individuals coming from 

temporal needs that must be taken care of or outright disabilities where chi confers abilities 

and suffocates inabilities in the lives of victims of circumstances. Again one begins to see 

the anthropo-genic centrality of man in African Traditional Religion and one may 

curiously ask in the case of akaraka is man stronger than akaraka in such a way that man 

can remove or reverse what akaraka has given. In the case of chi it is almost impossible, in 

fact it is impossible because mmadu enweghi ike igbu onye chi ya na-egbuho (no one can 

succeed in killing any individual who has not been first killed by his chi). In line with this 

thought, ihe onye anataho chi, mmadu ama nyenwuye ya ( that is, if one’s chi has not conferred 

dignity, prestige, riches or gifts, giving favours to an individual, it cannot be given by any 

human authority. But onye kwe, chi ya ekwe reveals that the unalterable given by chi can still 

be altered by human will and responsibility. 

 

Often the powerful expressions and absolute overwhelming attributes given to chi as 

higher than what man can do are not given to akaraka. This informs why now and again 

there are disturbing conflicts and complaints that somebody has taken one’s akaraka. It is 

a very big case when one identifies his or her woes and retrogressive ways as one done by 

an individual relative, a friend or someone in the neighbourhood. Sometimes the 

individual could be helped to achieve this through a removal of platforms that could give 

one progress. Stories abound that someone’s admission letters into schools, appointment 

letters or certificates were hidden from the rightful owners that made them not to get their 

rightful places designed by akaraka; some are from discouraging a suitor from marrying a 

particular prospective sponsa with trumped up allegations or frivolous reasons which at 
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the end made the marriage not to hold and then brought afflictions or backwardness in the 

life of the victims. In this understanding, it could be with the help of diabolical or demonic 

means such as witchcraft or charm or whatever bad concrete or immaterial instruments. It 

is strongly believed in this folk religion that mmadu na-ana mmadu akaraka ya (man can 

truncate, dissolve, remove, distort or destroy another’s akaraka). The question again 

becomes is akaraka a weak force that cannot withstand any opposition to what it has 

decided to confer on an individual since one must go the way of his or her akaraka? The 

possible response to this tells one how akaraka may not really fly on the clipped wings of 

laziness, sloth or total lack of commitment to self actualization, societal development or 

celebration of freedom geared towards positive outcomes in the life of the individual, 

family or society at large which means that the next level as an index of progress must be 

pushed by character, competences and capabilities and not waiting for akaraka.  

 

In Igbo religious metaphysics the chi can be benevolent – ezi chi, ezigbo chi, chi na-anuru m 

ogu, chi anualu m ogu. We also have malevolent chi – ejo chi, chi ojoo. Chi could be good or 

bad. However, it is like the chi could be good but can punish or stay aloof in that sense we 

say ejo chi especially when somebody has been warned about a particular evil he or she 

does and then that continued in him or her. Ajo ihe mee ya, asi na onwere ajo chi for instance 

one is told not to go out and he didn’t heed, then on going out thunder strikes the person. 

People say o nwere ajo chi. 

 

Ihe uwa si na akaraka- the worldly affairs or individual progress is determined by akaraka. 

It is a world view but then the issue is to which extent does ihe uwa depend or get 

determined by akaraka or by the interventions of other factors such as sense of industry, 

freedom and choice. Akaraka is like melted into one in the sense that God created all and 

to save all. Individual goals are simply expressions of one big picture uniting at the end 

one great teleology where God is the beginning and the end, alpha and omega, fons et culmen. 

There is much emphasis on human freedom as a very sublime gift given to man and this 

freedom is too elastic even to the point that the giver of this freedom could be rejected and 

in this light one is expected to struggle especially with the prejudice coming from the fall 

of Adam and Eve where one must eat from the sweat of brow and therefore has to work 

(Genesis 3:19).  So it is from the sweat of the brow that one eats. St Paul also said that he 

who does not work, let him not eat (2 Thessalonians 3:10). Therefore one does not sleep to 

be fed by chi or akaraka because even though God feeds the birds, he does not drop their 

food in their nests. They must fly out from their nests in search of their daily bread. When 

they do this, God gives them food, each according to its web of ecological demand. Each 

bird flies back to the nest fed, cared for and satisfied (Ele, C., 2018:29). 
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There are proverbs about ajo chi such as Onye ajo chi ka mmiri na-afo n’eze and mgbe onye ajo 

chi gara nta ka mgbada na-ari enu. These depict bad luck which someone with bad chi suffers 

in life. There is also a proverb of caveat for one not to fight one’s chi like nwa nza rijuru afo 

chere chi ya aka mgba. The Igbo proverbs on chi are wise sayings that teach lessons of life in 

many ways. They also express some basic understanding of chi in Igbo thought. 

 

Chi as a Religious Element 

Chi is a religious element in Igbo Religion. It is believed that God gives each individual his 

or her chi at creation who becomes the destiny or dispenser of destiny. One thing to 

observe immediately is that chi is not Chi-ukwu (Chukwu), the Supreme Being. This poses 

the question whether the understanding of chi and Chukwu as interchangeably used today 

is not an issue of theological concern. In Chi-phoric names such as Chibueze and 

Chukwubueze, Chiemeka and Chukwuemeka, Ngozichi and Ngozichukwu, Chika and Chukwuka 

do they mean and refer to one and the same metaphysical reality? The theology of Igbo 

Religion has both Chi and Chukwu but in Christian Religion Chi does not exist. The 

projection of chi as personal god or guardian angel is informed by similarities in functions 

connected with chi or the idea of man as imago Dei and Christian angelology. However, the 

idea of chi in Igbo religion can safely be described as Preparatio evangelica to Christian Faith 

which adopted chi as a short form of Chukwu. Omoregbe (2006: 64) wrote that African 

Traditional Religion “teaches that there is only one God, and that he is supreme and 

without equal. The word for God has no plural form in any African language, and it is 

never applied to any other being.” For Madu (1997:134): “For the Africans, reality exists in 

three spheres of the African universe. These are; the heavens, the earth and the 

underworld. In the heavens inhabit the Supreme Being occupying the highest peak of 

heavens. Below the Supreme Being are divinities and other spirit beings. On the earth are 

men and myriads of other unseen spirits. While in the underworld is inhabited by the 

spirits of the dead.” In Obukpa Religion, Chukwu is different from chi and are celebrated 

differently in religious festivals. On this Ugwu, D.C. (1987:29) wrote “I know of no feast in 

Obukpa which was not part of the people’s religion. The Egba-Chukwu was a feast in 

honour of the Supreme Being; the Egba-Okike was dedicated to the god of creation; the 

onunu was the feast that marked the end of the year and mainly set out for the worship of 

the ancestors; the nkpuru-nkashi was the new yam feast set apart for the worship of the god 

of crops and the chi (personal gods or guardian angels)”. He elaborated more on the 

Mkpuru-nkashi, thus:”The second feast day in the Mkuru-nkashi season is Ogo Chi. That day, 

Obukpa people sacrifice to their personal gods. Each person has a personal god, a guardian 

god or chi.  This chi is responsible for a person’s everyday activities and takes over the 

guardianship of a person from the day of the person’s conception in the womb. Most 

people sacrifice cocks to their chi while the wealthy sacrifice goats. Ogo chi is always on 
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Afor night, a day after Ogo Ufiajioku day. All the victims are killed and cooked that night 

but usually kept till the following day, Nkwo, the Olia Anu Oku day” (Ugwu, D.C., 1987:35). 

Obukpa is a town that is found in Nsukka and Igbo Eze South Local Government areas of 

Enugu State, Southeast Nigeria. 

 

In Obukpa Religious world view, Chi fosters fidelity in marriage. Even in the wake of a 

husband’s infertility, the wife cannot get children for the husband outside of the marriage 

unless the husband would remove the personal chi of the wife and also inform the oracles, 

ancestors and the parents of the wife whose consent is obtained on the new arrangement 

(Ozioko, M.A. (2005:32-33). Chi is significantly connected with other religious values such 

as death, re-incarnation, morality and justice. 

 

In order to foster a bright destiny in life, the individual maintains a friendly relationship 

with his or her chi.  At a point in one’s adult life he or she sets up a shrine dedicated to his 

or her chi where he or she offers sacrifices to the chi. As aptly put by Achebe (2014): “… at 

a point in his life when he needs to set up a shrine to his chi, he will invite a priest to 

perform a ritual of bringing down the spirit from the face of the sun at day break. 

Thereafter it is represented physically in the man’s compound until the day of his death 

when the shrine must be destroyed. The implication of this is that a person’s chi normally 

resides with the sun, bringer of daylight or at least passes through it to visit the world.” In 

Obukpa Religion, there is a relationship which Chi has with the sun and apart from the chi 

shrine (onu chi), sacrifices to chi could be made in the face of the sun (I go chi n’ihu enyanwu).  

Chi is found in a metaphor used to describe blessing, progress, fortune in one’s life like chi 

nkem efoola (literally: my day has broken, this is a new dawn in my life). In this sense, the chi ofufo 

that comes from the sun is given a deeper meaning in the wake of a new reality of progress 

believed to have come as a gift from one’s chi (the spiritual double, the personal god). 

 

Chi, Chukwu and Chineke (Personal God, God-the Supreme Being and God-the 

Creator) 

The conceptualizations of Chukwu, the Supreme Being and Chi na Eke (Chineke), God the 

Creator refer to one Supreme GodHead. In Igbo cosmology, according to Metuh, there are 

three names for the creator; they are Chukwu – the great providence; Chineke – Creator 

providence, and Osebuluwa or Olisa (shortened form) – Lord Carrier of the World. God 

creates the spirit of each individual person the moment his body is being formed in the 

mother’s womb; this he does with the assistance of two spirits; namely Chi and Okike who 

are but manifestations of himself. Chukwu gives Chi to the human spirit the moment it is 

created as determinant, custodian and dispenser of the person’s destiny. Okike in its own 

right gives a person his form, character and qualities (Metuh, 1991:38-40). In the 
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descriptions of Agbo, D.J.U. (1993:3), God is Chineke (Creating God, the Creator, or the 

Spirit that creates); Ezechiteoke, Ezechukwuokike (The King God who creates), Osebuluwa 

or Orisha (Lord, the Supporter of the Universe), et cetera. Chi is a creature, created by God. 

The concept of chi can be understood as logos spermatikoi to Christian Religion; in 

Christian religion chi is the seed of the word that gives people the idea of Chi-ukwu to 

whom they should worship and surrender as the only true God. Therefore, as we struggle 

and articulate our will and preferences, let his will be done (fiat voluntas tua, Matthew 6:10). 

In this consideration, one also transports the qualities of this chi and its relationship to God 

where one says that man proposes but God disposes.  In the biblical teaching, if the Lord 

does not build the house, in vain do labourers labour; if the Lord does not watch over the 

city, in vain do watchmen keep wake (Psalm 26/7:1-3); Apart from me you can do nothing 

(John 15:1-5) and the apostles who spent the whole night fishing caught nothing until 

Christ entered their boat and they caught much that they had to beckon on others to come 

to their assistance to pull the great catch ashore yet very interestingly they left everything 

and followed Jesus (Luke 5:1-11). Studying the two religions one finds out that Christians 

follow their God according to the teachings of their Christian faith while the adherents of 

African Traditional Religion follow the dictates of their chi; and just as one achieves 

nothing without his or her God, the adherents of African Traditional Religion believe that 

nothing happens until chi approves. 

 

Ofu nne na-amu ma ofu chi ada-eke is understood in reverse in Christian belief system where 

ofu chi na-eke ma ofu nne adighi amu; that is, in this sense now chi becomes God, there is no 

other chi in Christian religion except God. The chi (creature) is not Chukwu (the Creator). 

However, the guardian angel is understood as chi in the sense of being the guardian, 

protector which chi does in the belief system of African Traditional Religion. But chi is not 

the guardian angel properly so called in name and nature.  

 

Chi-ukwu is Chineke (God, the Supreme Being is God, the Creator) in Christian faith 

where we are brothers and sisters, the fraternity and sorority affiliations in Christ through 

whom all that was made was made (John 1:3) yet we are not from the same womb or from 

the same paternal seeds but then traced back in Hebraic cosmology as sons and daughters 

of first same parents, Adam and Eve. Our brother and sister affiliations are deeply rooted 

in our connections with the paternity of God (Matthew 6:9; Luke 11:2). This means that 

God the Father (Chukwu Nna Onye Okike) creates everybody and then we see ourselves as 

one family of humanity, one family of believers in Christ with diverse families, 

backgrounds, nationalities. 
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Conclusion 

Chi is a religious element that has great influence in the thoughts and actions of the 

African, Ndi Igbo, on daily basis. The central idea of the understanding of chi is believed 

by most Africans no matter the religious affiliation, one’s literate status, political portfolio 

or economic circle of circulation. The natural disposition of the African as religious gives 

the belief system a greater value. However, there should be a caveat on the impact which 

chi is said to have on personal freedom, liberty and progress. Unfortunately Chi principle 

though gravely impactful as it is has eluded explanation that is clear to the African mind. 

This goes a long way to raise interrogations about the reality of the existence of chi outside 

the metaphysical activity of abstraction as it has competing and contradictory 

conceptualizations. 
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